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ABSTRACT
The image quality is improved drastically with the increase of the technology. The conventional display devices may not be suitable for these High dynamic range images. The tone mapping is the process to show the good quality image in the normal LDR display devices. This paper presents a review of the tone mapping algorithms. It provides the methodology on Tone Mapped Image Quality Index (TMQI) and the Blind Quality Assessment of Tone-Mapped Images (BTMQI). The region is basically expanded and compressed to visualize properly. Thereby the region-enhanced pseudo-exposures are fused into an HDR image. The image quality of BTMQI is comparatively higher than the TMQI method. The low dynamic range images are suitable to both the conventional and advance display devices.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The today’s era is a very flexible and may changes the requirements from place to place or city to city. The tone mapping is the process of making High dynamic range (HDR) images from the low dynamic range (LDR) images. The Inverse Tone Mapping us the process is the in which the HDR images are concert into the LDR for images corresponding to the suitable display. There are various works has been done in this field. The one of the work done by Jinno et al. [1] using multiple exposure fusion to increase the dynamic range of an image. This method estimates displacements and occlusion and saturation regions simultaneously by using maximum a posteriori estimation and constructs motion-blur-free HDRIs. The exposure time selection consideration is the major parameter in this procedure. Bo Gu et al. [2] worked on decomposition at multiscale with this filter to manipulate a high dynamic range image, which has multiple detail layers and a base layer. The reproduced image gives a good visualization and preserving or enhancing local details.

Yeganeh et al. [3] worked on tone-mapping operators (TMOs) that make low dynamic range from high dynamic range images to visualize the HDR images on ordinary LDR displays. Different TMOs produce different tone-mapped images [4], with good quality. It presented an objective quality valuation system for tonemapped images by using multiscale signal fidelity through the modified structural similarity index and statistical parameters. Xiao et al. [5] proposed a graded tone mapping system based on colour appearance model. The Gaussian kernel is used to speed up the bilateral filter. The process of tone compression in RGB colour galaxy is accepted to correct the colour casts. The feature similarity index for tone-mapped images (FSITM) method, based on local phase indication of images is evolved for tone mapping. Its index matches the locally weighted mean phase angle map [6] of an original high dynamic range (HDR) to its associated tone-mapped image calculated using the output of the TMO method. Wang et al. [7] worked on a region-based boost of the pseudo-exposures to produce an HDR image. It considers a region-based enrichment on pseudo-exposures to boost details in the most distinct region. The fusion is then applied for the region-enhanced pseudo-exposures to create an HDR image.

Ma et al. [8] worked on tone mapping operators (TMOs) aim to directly circumnavigates the space of all images, searching for the image that optimizes an improved TMQI. Specifically, it improves structural fidelity and statistical naturalness. It is an iterative algorithm that alternatively improves the statistical naturalness and structural fidelity of the resulting image. K. Gu et al. [9] developed an effective and efficient reference less objective quality metric which can assess LDR images created by different TMOs without access to the original HDR images. The basic approach are considered for tone mapping from texture based tone mapping [10-15] and tone mapping for backlight scaling [16].

This paper reviews the work on tone mapping for the HDR image to display in conventional devices. The second section provides the methodology on iterative tone mapping and the Blind Quality Assessment of Tone-Mapped Images (BTMQI). The third section shows the result analysis and fourth section covering future scope with in conclusion.

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1 Iterative Tone Mapping by Optimizing TMQI-II [8]
Let the X is the HDR image and Y is the tone mapped LDR image. Then the tone mapping method TMQI suggests a tone mapped image of good quality to achieve excessive structural fidelity corresponding to the HDR image. The TMQI calculation is specified by [3]

\[ TMQI(X, Y) = a|S(X, Y)|^p + (1-a)|N(Y)|^q \]

Where S represents the structural fidelity and N represents the naturalness measure of the image. The sensitivities of the two terms are determined by the parameters \( a \) and \( \beta \). The relative importance between \( a \) and \( \beta \) is regulated by the value of \( \alpha \) : \( 0 \leq a \leq 1 \). Here \( S \leq 1 \) and \( N \leq 1 \) hence the value of TMQI is bounded as \( TMQI \leq 1 \). The attempt for image quality estimation across dynamic range is achieved by TMQI. Here, TMQI-II as the upgraded version of TMQI is discussed that overcomes the and better correlate through subjective calculations. TMQI-II is elaborated with the statistical naturalness components and structural fidelity.

For the understanding of the algorithm assume that TMQI-II creates quality in tone mapped images, the formulation of optimal tone mapping can be expressed as
\begin{equation}
Y_{opt} = \arg \max_y TMQI - II(X,Y)
\end{equation}

Here the range Y is less dynamic than X, the solution of (2) to get \(Y_{opt}\) is a challenging task because of the complication of TMQI-II method and the high dimensionality. It is implemented with the optimization approach to improve the result through iterative approach. The initial image Y0 is considered as input. It is moved in the spatial domain in the direction that improves quality of TMQI-II. The overall approach is divided in two parts for ease of understanding. It uses the gradient ascent method to upgrades the structural fidelity S and then by intensity parameter optimization boosts the statistical naturalness N. The procedure constitutes iteration and the iterations continue until convergence.

2.1.1 Structural Fidelity Update
The TMQI structural fidelity is calculated with the sliding frame across the complete image, as a outcome a quality map is generated that consists the local structural conservancy. The structural fidelity measure is computed using the covariance between the two corresponding patches and local standard deviations with some positive constants to avoid instability. The overall fidelity is the average of all the local structural fidelity measure.

2.1.2 Statistical Naturalness Update
The naturalness N in terms of statistical parameter in TMQI is created by modeling \(\mu\) and \(\sigma\) histograms of approx. 3000 natural scenes by a density function of Gaussian nature \(P_m\) and a Beta function \(P_d\), respectively [3]. The global statistical naturalness measure is defined as

\begin{equation}
N(Y) = \frac{1}{K} P_m \cdot P_d
\end{equation}

The logarithmic function is also applied for the range adjustment by assuming that most structural detail in HDR image present in a low dynamic range and thus it is reasonable to boost lower luminance range with compressing the higher luminance range.

2.2 BLIND BTMQI Approach [9]
There is the tone mapping algorithm that searches the informational parts in the image. The blind quality assessment method for tone-mapping provides good visual difference between the images of low and high dynamic range.

It is found that the images generated by tone-mapping, have constraint of dynamic range and cannot preserve the original HDR image information. On this basis of metric calculation the tone-mapping method straightforwardly estimate the image quality information in itself. The transitional images created by the low intense/ high intense change in the original luminance. The transitional images are created by

\begin{equation}
I_i = \min(\max(M_i,1,0),255)
\end{equation}

where I represents tone-mapped image as input, and \(M_i\) specifies ith multiplier. The operators for minimum and maximum calculation as max and min are applied to clip the transitional images into range of 0 \(\sim\) 255. The further step is to measure the information amount using various parameters. The entropy of data [17] is concept in statistics, for appropriate parameter selection criterion. The probability calculation of any one signal of random nature the entropy is the measure of disorder degree of it. The given probability density \(p\) in exact manner define its entropy as

\begin{equation}
E(p) = -p(x) \log p(x)dx
\end{equation}

It is found by experiments that, the entropy uses the K-L provide the considerable gain performance and then introduce much time complexity. So it is determined to adopt the entropy for quantifying the information. In most cases a good tone-mapped image, is generally of larger entropy.

To achieve good result efficiency the advantage of only nine entropy values that are considered here and measured using divergence or its symmetric versions. Those are not able to

\begin{equation}
M = \{1, n, \frac{1}{n} \mid n = 3.5, 5, 6.5, 8\}
\end{equation}

It is can be tested for numerous other values of n and result shows that about 2% performance improvements relative to the most of the choices. The entropy of each of nine intermediate images is redefined as

\begin{equation}
E_x(I_i) = wE_x(I_i) + (1-w)E_i(I_i)
\end{equation}

where \(E_x(I_i)\) is the global entropy and \(E_i(I_i)\) represents the local entropy; \(w\) and \(v\) are positive constants to control the relative significance of the two constituents are set to be 0.59 and 1.5 as an empirical value. The local entropy is calculated through the mean value of block-based entropy [18], which is defined by

\begin{equation}
E_i(I_i) = \frac{1}{L} \sum_{j=1}^{L} E(B_{ij})
\end{equation}

where \(B_{ij}\) indicates the jth block of size 72\times72 in the ith intermediary image; and value of L represents the number of blocks in image. Another consideration of this method is the statistical naturalness; the outcome is considered as the good quality tone mapped natural LDR image.

There exist lots of NR-IQA metrics from the literature that were built on the natural scene statistics, e.g., [19]–[21]. The basic thought behind these simulations present in that, shown for natural images, the coefficients processed in normalized form by local mean removal with normalized divisive as Gaussian distribution, however various distortion types or levels will restructure this distribution.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The result analysis is shown through the visual illustration in figure 1 and the parameter comparison as illustrated in table 1. The parameters considered are discussed in this section as the Spearman’s rank-order correlation coefficient (SRCC) and Kendall’s rankorder correlation coefficient (KRCC) for the evolution of the above discussed algorithms [3]. The parameters are formulated as

\begin{equation}
SRCC = 1 - \frac{6 \sum_i d_i^2}{N(N^2-1)}
\end{equation}

where \(d_i\) represents the difference among the ranks of i-th image in objective and subjective evaluations. The statistical parameters are very suitable for the comparison of different method.
Fig 1: The images of Clock building and forest (a) and (d) shows the original images, (b) and (e) represents the Iterative Tone Mapping results and (c) and (f) shows the result by blind BTMQI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Images</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>SRCC</th>
<th>KRCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clock Building</td>
<td>TMIQI</td>
<td>0.7471</td>
<td>0.6030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BTMQI</td>
<td>0.7882</td>
<td>0.6219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest Image</td>
<td>TMIQI</td>
<td>0.7482</td>
<td>0.6132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BTMQI</td>
<td>0.8262</td>
<td>0.6611</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
KRCC = \frac{N_c - N_d}{\frac{1}{2} N(N-1)}
\]

where \(N_c\) is the numbers of concordant of consistent rank order and \(N_d\) is the numbers of discordant of inconsistent rank order pairs with each other in the data set. The Table 1 shows the quantitative comparison of both the algorithms. The BTMQI method gives the superior result as compared to the TMIQI method. The BTMQI method gives the 8% more SRCC parameter as compared to TMIQI for the clock building image. The BTMQI method gives the 8% more SRCC parameter as compared to TMIQI for the forest image.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a review of the tone mapping algorithms. It provides the methodology on Tone Mapped Image Quality Index (TMIQI) and the Blind Quality Assessment of Tone-Mapped Images (BTMQI). The region is basically expanded and compressed to visualize properly. Thereby the region-enhanced pseudo-exposures are fused into an HDR image. The image quality of BTMQI is comparatively higher than the TMIQI method. The low dynamic range images are suitable to both the conventional and advance display devices. The overall performance of BTMQI method is 9% superior in terms of SRCC parameter as compared to TMIQI.

The fast search algorithms are the most important and necessary requirements of the future work. The next objective is quality assessment of tone mapped images in terms of various parameters.
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